Undergraduate Spotlight: Farewell Seniors!

Sam French is a directing major who has worked for us since he was a freshman. “After graduating, I will be moving to New York City. This summer, I will be directing a new musical produced by the National Theater for Student Artists based on the life of Jimmy Carter. Afterwards, I will continue to pursue a career as a director and writer.”

Emily Gibson has also worked for the Children’s School for 4 years. “I will spend one last summer in Pittsburgh working at the Children’s School camp and the Conflict Kitchen. In August, I plan to move to a new city and get involved in cultural community outreach programs. I am also applying for a Fulbright Scholarship to return to my study abroad home at the University of Oxford, where I will pursue a Master of Studies in Victorian Literature.”

Sandra Kalanyan has only been with us for one semester but we have been glad to have her working with us. “My most immediate plans are to stay in Pittsburgh to finish constructing a long-term design/build project. That could take up to two months past graduation. After that, I will most likely move back to the Philadelphia area to search for architecture jobs in Public Interest Design, and/or spend time volunteering community development organizations or building for Habitat for Humanity.”

Matthew Mastricova has taken three courses with Dr. Carver and has worked with us in the classrooms since Fall 2012. “I plan on taking classes in ASL and bookbinding and spending too much money in Brooklyn. Outside of that, all bets are off, although I do plan on pursuing graduate studies in special education and fiction writing at some point. I hope to one day develop creative writing curricula that integrates multiple modalities of expression for high school students with developmental disabilities.”

Angela Mitchell worked as an intern this past semester with the Morning Four’s. “I plan on moving to Dallas, Texas to pursue a career in architecture. I hope to focus on architecture education for children or on designing educational spaces.”

Corinne Rockoff joined us a work study after taking Dr. Carver’s Child Development Practicum in the spring of 2013. “I’ll be starting at George Washington Law School in August!”

Ramya Sivakumar worked as an intern with the Morning 3’s for Dr. Carver’s Child Development Practicum. “After graduating with a Bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering, I will be moving to the greater Harrisburg area. I will join the Highway Division at Gannett Fleming, Inc. as a Transportation Engineer.”